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Preface 
The Office of State Geologist is charged in part with the responsibility of 

conducting geological studies aimed at determining reserves of known supplies 
of energy resources, with compiling an inventory of such reserves, and of 
conducting studies of probable and potential supplies. The Office of State 
Geologist was established by Chapter 289 of the Laws of 1975. The State 
Geologist was appointed and the office opened on August 15, 1975. Permanent 
office space was secured at 2 Jefferson Place in Santa Fe, and the office was 
occupied January 1, 1976. The hiring of authorized staff is expected to be 
completed in the near future. 

Time was not available to prepare a comprehensive energy resources inventory 
for the convening of the 1976 Legislature. Nevertheless, with the assistance of the 
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, we were able to prepare 
and publish this joint preliminary report. Nor would this report have been possible 
without the full cooperation as well of the New Mexico Oil Conservation 
Commission and the various individuals and companies who furnished information 
and opinions. 

As indicated, this report is preliminary, and subject to change and refinement during 
the coming year as more thorough and detailed work is accomplished. 

Emery C. Arnold 
Santa Fe, State Geologist 
January 12, 1976 Office of State Geologist 



 

ABSTRACT—Since 1969 production of crude oil in New Mexico has decreased each 
year to 98.6 million barrels in 1974. Oil discoveries have been low for the last 5 years, 
because exploration has been at a low rate. Exploration for, and discovery of, oil must 
increase substantially if large production decreases are to be averted. Oil prices probably 
must increase substantially to bring on increased exploration, .as well as to stimulate 
secondary and tertiary recovery projects. Natural gas production increased slightly from 
1.123 trillion cubic feet in 1970 to 1.230 trillion cubic feet in 1974. In northwest New 
Mexico production of dry gas from producing wells is expected to decline slowly. In 
southeast New Mexico development of dry gas has been at record rates, but reserve/pro-
duction ratios indicate these new gas reservoirs will be depleted more rapidly than fields in 
northwest New Mexico. Present development of new gas reserves should maintain current 
production in southeast New Mexico for several years. Coal resources are estimated at 283 
billion tons, of which 6 billion are strippable. Current production is more than 9 million 
tons a year from the San Juan and Raton basins. If projects contemplating using coal are 
completed, more than 40 million tons will be mined by 1980 and nearly 60 million tons by 
1985. New Mexico produces more than 50 percent of the nation's uranium from the Grants 
uranium region. The Energy Research and Development Administration estimates that New 
Mexico reserves ($8, $10, and $15 categories) are more than 255 million tons of ore with a 
U308 content ranging from 0.16 of one percent to 0.29 of one percent and totalling 516,000 
tons. Potential geothermal energy areas occur along the Rio Grande valley and in 
southwest New Mexico. The most promising are Jemez Mountains, Socorro Peak, Radium 
Springs, Gila Hot Springs, and Lightning Dock. 
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Oil and Gas— 
The most vital energy resource at present 

Production of crude oil and natural gas is a major industry for New Mexico, 
providing a considerable part of the taxes that support the State. Preliminary 
figures for 1975 record 94.6 million barrels of crude oil valued at $770.6 million, 
1.2 trillion cubic feet of natural gas worth $452.4 million, and 38.7 million barrels 
of natural gas liquids valued at $232.6 million (U.S. Bureau of Mines). 

Reserves of natural gas (fig. 1) were about 23.5 trillion cubic feet in 1956, but in 
1974 had dropped to 12 trillion cubic feet. 

Reserves of crude oil have been declining (fig. 2) from the peak year of 1961, to a 
temporary low in 1965, to a secondary peak in 1966, and to the present low for 1974 
of 625 million barrels. 

Most of the oil is produced in southeast New Mexico; 55 percent of the natural gas 
is from that area. Exploration for oil and natural gas and discovery of these energy 
sources has declined since highs in the late 1950's, but picked up in recent years as 
prices have risen. 

OIL PROJECTIONS 

SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO 

The Permian basin of southeast New Mexico and west Texas has long been one 
of the major oil-producing provinces in the nation. Ninety-two percent of the 
state's oil production came from southeast New Mexico in 1974. The four pro-
ducing counties in the area are Lea, Eddy, Chaves, and Roosevelt. Peak rate of 
production (fig. 3, page 8) was reached in 1969 when over 120 million barrels of 
oil and condensate were produced from 19,258 oil and gas wells. The Permian 
basin would have to be classed as a mature oil province. Therefore, the future 
discovery rate will be more modest than in the past. According to the American 
Petroleum Institute only 320 million barrels of new oil have been discovered and 
developed during the past 10 years in New Mexico. This discovery rate will not 
sustain the present production rate of just under 100 million barrels per year. 
Exploration drilling rates slowed perceptibly during the 1960's, primarily because 
of reduced incentives brought on by low oil prices, natural gas prices controlled at 
unrealistically low levels, and inflation-caused increases in drilling costs. Im-
proved new oil prices in the 1970's have increased the exploration rate somewhat, 
but still far below levels of the 50's. Instability and uncertainty surrounding the 
price structure of oil and gas in the immediate future is currently having a 
depressing effect on both new exploration and development drilling. 

Most of the early production in southeast New Mexico came from reservoirs in 
Permian strata. These reservoirs were relatively shallow, and production from 
many was prolific. Multipays were also encountered; in some areas oil was 
discovered in 4 or 5 pay zones in a single wellbore. Oil was later discovered in 
deep structures in Pennsylvanian, Mississippian, Devonian, Ordovician, and 
Silurian strata. Devonian beds particularly have been prolific oil producers. 
Characteristically, as exploration proceeds, the number of potential undiscovered 
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oil reservoirs diminish. Even so, there are many areas, in older developed pools, where 
deeper horizons have not yet been tested. Possibly large pools have not yet been 
discovered. The hard fact is that several Class A (greater than 50 million barrels) 
discoveries must be made to replenish diminishing reserves. 

Enhanced Recovery 
One hope for slowing the decline in production rate and improving the situation 

with recoverable reserves is through improving "enhanced recovery" techniques. 
Most authorities estimate that primary recovery from a large number of pools in 
southeast New Mexico has not exceeded 15 percent. In other areas, where natural 
water drive is present, recoveries have run as high as 40 percent. The American 
Petroleum Institute estimates that the average recovery rate for all pools in 
southeast New Mexico has been 23 percent. Waterflood operations have been in 
effect in many of the older pools for a number of years and some have responded 
very well to waterflooding. In 1974, 35 percent of the total production from 
southeast New Mexico was classed as enhanced recovery production. Even so, 
recovery rates under enhanced recovery methods have seldom exceeded the 
amount produced under primary methods. Therefore, in a pool where 15 percent of 
the total oil in place has been recovered from primary production, the usual rule is 
to expect an additional 15 percent with secondary methods now in use. In many 
instances 70 percent of the original oil remains in place in the reservoir. The 
possibility of recovering a substantial portion of this huge potential reserve has 
caused the expenditure of many millions of dollars in research on improved 
recovery methods. These new procedures are commonly referred to as tertiary 
recovery methods. They entail such things as modifying the injection fluids used 
by adding various chemical compounds to improve sweep efficiencies in moving 
the oil out of the rock in which it is held. No oil is presently being produced in 
New Mexico under what can be defined as tertiary recovery processes. The New 
Mexico Bureau of Mines and the Petroleum Engineering Department of New 
Mexico Tech are researching tertiary recovery for the Loco Hills pool. 

Several tertiary recovery processes have already been proved by industry for 
specific applications. Most tertiary recovery processes are expensive to apply; the 
breakthrough needed is to devise a process that is both effective and will produce 
oil at competitive prices. Chemical additives being used in tertiary processes cost 
from $6 to $8 per barrel; oil prices would have to be at least $13 per barrel to 
make such operations feasible. 

Any prediction of the amount of secondary and tertiary oil that might be 
produced in southeast New Mexico in the next 10 years is speculative. Many 
pools that will respond to waterflooding have not yet been put under flood. A 
primary objective of the State Geologist's office and of the New Mexico Bureau 
of Mines and Mineral Resources is to conduct studies during the ensuing year 
aimed at defining the areas where secondary and tertiary recovery methods will 
be effective, enabling more accurate forecasts. Our present estimate is that an 
additional 200 million barrels of oil may be added to recoverable reserves in 
southeast New Mexico from enhanced recovery methods during the next 10 
years in projects not yet under flood. If the economic climate improves and a 
tertiary recovery price breakthrough is accomplished, this figure may be 
substantially low. 
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NORTHWEST NEW MEXICO 

Northwest New Mexico is primarily a natural-gas-producing province. Never-
theless, commercial oil was first discovered in New Mexico at the Hogback 
Dakota pool in San Juan County in 1922. This discovery brought on widespread 
leasing and exploration; some additional oil was discovered on the west side of 
the San Juan Basin at Rattlesnake and Table Mesa. However, the San Juan Basin 
has never emerged as a major oil-producing province. When drilling activity 
accelerated in the 1950's, resulting from natural gas development, a series of 
stratigraphic offshore bar oil reservoirs were discovered in the Gallup Sandstone. 
These pools occur in a relatively narrow band, usually not more than about 10 
miles wide, extending from a point 15 miles northwest of Farmington, 
southeasterly 60 or 70 miles into Rio Arriba County. Sands are thin in these 
pools, usually not exceeding 20 ft; although production rates were respectable, 
reserves were low. 

Oil was also discovered in fracture reservoirs in the Mancos Shale at the Verde 
pool on the extreme northwest edge of the San Juan Basin and in the Puerto 
Chiquito field on the extreme east edge. Primarily because of production from 
these Mancos and Gallup pools, annual production reached a peak of over 15 
million barrels in 1961. Since that time, production has generally fluctuated 
downward. This decline was slowed by development of the Tocito Dome 
Pennsylvanian pool in western San Juan County in 1964. In 1974 crude oil 
production was only slightly over 6 million barrels, with gas well condensate 
production bringing the total to 8.8 million barrels. 

Major new oil reservoirs are not likely to be discovered in Cretaceous strata in 
the San Juan Basin. Small structural traps may possibly be found along the edges 
and on the Chaco slope in the southern part of the San Juan Basin, where 
exploration is still continuing. Sporadic exploration is also being carried out in the 
Chama embayment on the northeast edge of the San Juan Basin. Oil reserves and 
production additions in northwest New Mexico from Cretaceous rocks will not 
exceed 25 percent during the next 10 years. The brightest hope for major oil 
development in northwest New Mexico is in the undeveloped 6,000-ft thick 
Paleozoic section below the Dakota Sandstone. The possibility of major strikes 
below the Dakota must, for the present, be classed as speculative. As in southeast 
New Mexico, the future of deep exploration in the San Juan Basin depends upon 
the oil and gas price structure in the future. 

Secondary recovery operations have been in effect on most Gallup reservoirs 
in the San Juan Basin; many are nearing depletion, even under secondary efforts. 
Gallup sands are stratified and lenticular, with wide vertical variations in 
permeability causing low efficiency of recovery. Possibly tertiary methods 
might be used on these reservoirs in the future if the price of oil reaches a level 
high enough to make such efforts profitable. The price would probably have to 
be from $13 to $15 per barrel. 

No separate projected production decline curve is shown in this report for crude 
oil for northwest New Mexico. Production from the area was only 5 percent of the 
state total in 1974. The crude oil production projection chart (fig. 7, page 15) is 
for the entire state; totals include projections from northwest as well as southeast 
New Mexico. 
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STATEWIDE 

Projections of production and additions of recoverable reserves in the future are 
necessarily speculative. Political and economic factors will affect the outcome as 
much as geological factors. For this reason fig. 7 has three curves depicting results 
that might be expected between now and 1985 under varying conditions of 
success. 

The 5-percent decline (table 1, p. 14) presumes a new oil rate from 
discoveries and extensions equal to the rate credited to the state during the 
period 1964 to 1975, approximately 320 million barrels. As the projection is 
made through 1985, an 11-year period, an additional 30 million barrels is added 
for 1985, totalling 350 million barrels. Also, an additional 200 million barrels of 
recoverable reserves must be added from new enhanced recovery projects during 
the period to maintain this rate of decline. 

The American Petroleum Institute estimates the amount of recoverable oil as of 
January 1, 1975 to be 625 million barrels, bringing the total to 1,175 million 
barrels. The production through 1985, assuming a 5-percent decline, would be 
approximately 808 million barrels, leaving an unproduced balance of 367 million 
barrels at the end of 1985. The 5-percent decline curve is about equal to the 
decline for the 1970 to 1974 period: a high of 8.6 percent in 1973 and a low of 2.6 
percent in 1974. The 1975 rate will be about 3.8 percent. 

The 3-percent decline curve is admittedly very optimistic, but is added to show 
what production might be expected under very favorable economic conditions in 
the industry. To maintain the 3-percent decline rate, 100 million barrels of new 
recoverable reserves would probably have to be added above the amount added 
during the period 1964 to 1975; also another 100 million barrels of new oil would 
have to be recovered from enhanced recovery projects. The total recoverable 
reserve in this instance would be 1,375 million barrels (350 + 100 + 300 + 625). 
This curve presumes that the additional oil added above that amount needed to 
maintain the 5-percent decline curve would be added in approximately equal 
yearly increments, and that approximately half of the total reserve added would 
be produced during the 11-year period. Total production for the 11-year period 
would be approximately 909 million barrels; the amount remaining at the end of 
1985 would be 466 million barrels (1,375 minus 909). Using the same method 
and making the same presumption, the 10-percent decline curve would result if 
new oil added from development and enhanced recovery totalled approximately 
150 million barrels. The total recoverable reserve in this case would be 775 
million barrels (625 + 150). Approximately 609 million barrels would be 
produced during the 11-year period; about 166 million barrels would remain 
unproduced at the end of 1985. 

GAS PROJECTIONS 

NORTHWEST NEW MEXICO 

Natural gas development in the San Juan Basin did not begin on a large scale until 
1951, when the first major market was developed in California. By 1960, actual 
production had reached 342 billion cubic feet from 4,800 dry gas wells 
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(figs. 4 and 5). An additional 31.3 billion cubic feet was marketed in 1960 as 
casinghead from oil wells, making the total 373.4 billion cubic feet. Market 
restrictions dropped the total to 359.4 billion cubic feet in 1960, and 340.8 billion 
cubic feet in 1961. There was a steady increase to 1968, when the total reached 
593.5 billion cubic feet, the peak year for gas production to date. Market 
restrictions again dropped the total to a low of 525.0 billion cubic feet in 1970. 
Production then increased rather slowly for 2 years to a high of 586.3 billion cubic 
feet in 1972. Since then market demand has been high. Very few wells have been 
under proration restriction. Even so, production has declined steadily to a total of 
547.4 billion cubic feet in 1974. Production for 1974 came from 8,600 gas wells 
and 1,604 oil wells. 

Ninety-eight percent of the gas produced in the San Juan Basin comes from 
Upper Cretaceous rocks at depths from 1,000 ft to 8,500 ft. Some Pennsylvanian 
production has been significant, particularly from Barker Creek Dome, now 
nearing depletion and contributing little to the total. Cretaceous production has 
come in descending order from the Farmington Sandstone, Fruitland Formation, 
Pictured Cliffs Sandstone, Chacra Sandstone, Mesaverde Formation, Gallup 
Sandstone, and Dakota Sandstone. By far the most important of the zones have 
been the Pictured Cliffs Sandstone, Mesaverde Formation, and the Dakota 
Sandstone. The 3,600 wells producing from the Pictured Cliffs Sandstone 
contribute approximately 18 percent of the total production from the area. The 
Mesaverde Formation produces primarily from a huge stratigraphic reservoir 
approximately 70 miles long and 40 miles wide containing 2,164 wells. This pool 
contributes approximately 43 percent of the total gas. The Dakota Sandstone 
produces from a similar huge stratigraphic reservoir occupying much of the same 
geographic area as the Blanco Mesaverde pool. In addition, the reservoir extends 
from 10 to 18 miles southwest of the area occupied by the Blanco Mesaverde pool, 
and also extends 10 miles southeast of the southeastern extremity of the pool. The 
Basin Dakota pool contributes approximately 34 percent of the total production, 
and contained 2,359 producing wells as of September, 1975. 

Cretaceous sandstone reservoirs in the San Juan Basin are all characterized by 
very low permeability and consequently relatively low productive capacities. Gas 
reserves are substantial, but return on investment is very slow on most wells. For 
this reason the development rate is price sensitive. 

The Cretaceous section in the San Juan Basin has been extensively explored. 
Over 8,800 gas wells are now producing and some 2,000 oil wells are producing 
or have produced. Major discoveries of either oil or gas in the Cretaceous rocks 
are not likely in the future. Exploration has indicated the existence of many thin, 
marginal gas-producing zones adjacent to presently producing areas, in which 
commercial gas wells could be completed at higher gas prices. Perhaps 200 wells 
per year might be completed in such marginal zones over the next 5 years 
providing the wellhead price of gas reached levels of a minimum of $1.00 per 
thousand cubic feet. An additional 1,000 small-capacity Dakota gas wells might 
also be drilled providing gas prices reached $1.75 per thousand cubic feet. Drilling 
depths to the Dakota average 6,500 ft; wells located in low productive areas will 
not return drilling costs at present prices. However, significant reserves in the 
Dakota can be produced at prices substantially lower than prices now proposed for 
synthetic gas produced from coal gasification plants. In the fall of 
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1974 the New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission approved infill drilling to 
160-acre density in the Blanco Mesaverde pool, that had been previously 
developed on 320-acre tracts. The denser drilling pattern will probably add 15 
percent to 30 percent to Blanco Mesaverde pool reserves. If new gas prices are 
allowed for gas from these wells, and if prices improve to levels above $1.00 per 
thousand cubic feet, 200 new wells per year would probably be drilled in this 
pool in the next 10 years. In addition to adding to recoverable reserves, this 
development will also substantially increase deliverability from the pool; this 
additional capacity would go far in slowing the production decline rate for the 
area. 

In summary, the most critical factor concerning future development of 
Cretaceous reservoirs in the San Juan Basin is the future price structure for 
natural gas. If all the development mentioned above is accomplished over the next 
10 years, 4.5 to 5 trillion cubic feet of gas might be added to Cretaceous reserves 
in the San Juan Basin. If controls are continued at present levels, many of those 
reserves will not be developed, because the reserves would be uneconomical to 
produce. 

A 6,000-ft thick sedimentary section of Paleozoic rocks is also present in the 
essentially unexplored inner area of the San Juan Basin. Pennsylvanian and 
Mississipian production has been encountered in structural pools on the north 
and west edges of the San Juan Basin. Not more than 25 basement tests have 
been drilled in the deeper part. With economic incentives, deep exploration 
will come; most authorities agree that discovery prospects are excellent. This 
development should be placed in the speculative category at the present time, 
however. 

The projected future gas production curves for northwest New Mexico (fig. 8; 
table 2) show actual total natural gas production for the years 1966 through 1974. 
The 1975 production rate was estimated by projecting the 10-month total to 12 
months. The 5-percent decline curve refers to the rate of decline that we estimate 
will be experienced if the future completion rate of gas wells in Cretaceous rocks 
equals the rate over the last several years. The curve does not anticipate any new 
deep discoveries nor does it allow for infill wells in the Blanco Mesaverde pool. 
At this rate of decline the production for the period 1975 through 1985 would be 
about 4.48 trillion cubic feet; the yearly rate of production in 1985 would be 
311.36 billion cubic feet. With new natural gas prices now approaching $1.00 and 
with prospects of further improvement, sufficient marginal gas wells are likely to 
be completed to prevent the decline rate from exceeding 5 percent. 

The upper curve shows a 5-percent decline in 1975, a 2-percent increase in 
1976, 2-percent decline from 1977 through 1980, and a 3-percent decline from 
1980 through 1985. This rate of production is based upon the addition of 200 
Blanco Mesaverde infill wells yearly, in addition to normal development in other 
Cretaceous pay zones. Because more than 2,000 wells are in this pool, an 
additional 2,000 wells may be drilled in the pool during the next ten years if gas 
prices rise sufficiently. For this rate of decline, production for the period would be 
5.30 trillion cubic feet; production in 1985 would be 430.13 billion cubic feet. 

The 8-percent decline curve represents what production would be at a zero 
development rate. Decline in production might exceed 8 percent under these 
conditions, particularly toward the end of the 10-year period. For this rate of 
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decline, the production for the period would be 3.903 trillion cubic feet; production for 
1985 would be 225.89 billion cubic feet. 

The decline in production rates shown are estimated on the basis of opinions 
solicited from gas purchasers and oil and gas operators in the area, as well as 
from independent studies conducted by the Office of State Geologist. Although 
opinions differ, fig. 8 represents a consensus of expert opinion on future 
production rates. 

SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO 

Production of natural gas for southeast New Mexico from 1960 through 1974 is 
shown in table 3 and fig. 6. Dry gas production increased from 200 billion cubic 
feet in 1960 to about 400 billion cubic feet in 1974 (from 1,700 gas wells). While 
the dry gas rate has doubled during the period, casinghead gas production has 
maintained stable rates of between 250 and 300 billion cubic feet yearly. 

A projection curve for natural gas in southeast New Mexico is not included in 
this report. The variability of future development is so uncertain that such a curve 
would have little meaning. The canvass (by the Office of State Geologist) of 
purchasers and operators in southeast New Mexico regarding future production 
trends indicates considerable optimism concerning the discovery and develop-
ment of new dry gas reserves, particularly in the Atoka and Morrow strata of 
Pennsylvanian age. Estimates of possible additional new reserves run as high as 7 
trillion cubic feet. This gas is relatively deep and expensive to develop; again, the 
future gas price schedule will greatly influence the development rate. In 1974, 
250 dry gas wells were drilled in southeast New Mexico, a large increase over 
any previous year. Gas completions for 1975 will probably total about 210. 
Average production rates for Pennsylvanian wells in the area average 1.5 to 5 
million cubic feet per day for the first year, with the production rates declining 
from 15 percent to 25 percent during the first 3 or 4 years, leveling off at 12 
percent or 13 percent thereafter. The successful completion and production of 200 
or 300 wells of this type per year will significantly increase yearly production of 
dry gas from the area over the period of development, even though the individual 
well reserve depletion rate is relatively steep compared to wells in northwest New 
Mexico. The production decline rate for southeast New Mexico dry gas may be 
15 percent to 20 percent per year, excluding new development. 

The situation with regard to future production rates for casinghead gas in 
southeast New Mexico is similar. Casinghead gas production was 262 billion cubic 
feet in 1960, and increased slowly over the years, with a high of 292 billion cubic 
feet in 1970. In 1972 production dropped to 259 billion cubic feet, and to 250 
billion cubic feet in 1973. The curve reflects an apparent increase in 1974. An 
examination of the records, however, indicates that this increase was caused by the 
consolidation (New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission Order R-1670-M, 
January 1, 1974) of the Blinebry Oil and Gas pools into the Blinebry Oil pool and 
the redefinition of all gas produced as casinghead gas. This redefinition is also 
reflected as a decrease in dry gas production in 1974 (fig. 6). A large portion of 
the casinghead gas being produced in the area is coming from pools that have been 
producing for many years and are nearing depletion on primary production. Expert 
opinion is that the zero development casinghead gas depletion rate would 
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be between 15 percent and 20 percent per year. This rate of decline can only be 
lessened by the discovery and development of new oil pools in the area. The rate of 
development of new oil reserves depends largely on the future price of crude oil. The 
new rolled back price of $7 or $8 per barrel will hardly attract the exploration 
investment necessary to improve the discovery rate. 

In summary, the declining rate of production of dry gas from older gas pools, 
and the declining rate of production of casinghead gas may be offset over the 
next several years by the development of new Pennsylvanian dry gas reserves in 
the area. This production could maintain total gas production at present levels, 
perhaps even increase the total gas produced if a normal oil discovery rate is 
maintained. The low reserve/production ratio on most of the new pools being 
discovered, however, indicates that such production rates cannot be maintained 
if the new gas development rate drops far below present levels. Without new 
gas development, the dry gas production decline rate would probably also be 
between 15 percent and 20 percent per year. 

Comparisons of prices of oil and of natural gas with exploration drilling and 
with completions show similar trends. While the price of natural gas crept slowly 
upward from 12 cents per thousand cubic feet in 1954 to about 20 cents in 1971, 
gas well completions dropped from highs in the late 1950's to a low in 1970. 
Then, as prices rose to over 35 cents in 1974, completions rose to about 700 per 
year (fig. 9). 

The trend for crude oil is similar. Prices per barrel were at or below $3 until 1969; 
completions of oil wells dropped from a high of more than 1,200 in 1959 to less than 
400 in 1970 (fig. 10). Recent price increases to over $7 per barrel stimulated an 
upswing in oil well completions. 

FUTURE PETROLEUM PROVINCES 
(Map and text follow on pages 20 and 21) 
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FUTURE PETROLEUM PROVINCES 
Fig. 11 depicts the major producing areas as well as other areas with varying 

degrees of potential for the discovery of oil and/or gas. For each of these areas, except 
Class 4, the stratigraphic sequence is indicated along with the more favorable zones 
for exploration and the maximum thickness of sedimentary rocks overlying the 
Precambrian basement. 

The potential for each area is based on the size of the area, depositional 
environments, thickness of sedimentary rocks, structural conditions, and the 
presence of suitable petroleum reservoir and source rocks. Any given area may 
have localities of greater or lesser potential depending mostly on structural 
conditions. Similarly, a Class 4 area having the least potential may have spots 
that justify exploration. 

Since the preparation of this map last year some gas discoveries have been 
drilled in the southern part of the east-central area and in the Las Vegas Basin. 
Although small, these discoveries demonstrate that hydrocarbons occur outside 
the producing areas, and tend to encourage exploration in other parts of the state. 

The currently nonproductive areas have little likelihood of containing the 
amount of petroleum known in the southeast and northwest areas. This statement 
does not rule out the possibility of significant discoveries; the basic limitation is 
the volume of rock present and the conditions under which these rocks were 
deposited. 

The discovery of large reserves that could have a significant long-range impact 
on the future of New Mexico's oil and gas industry must come from the current 
producing areas. In studying a map showing all the wells drilled in these areas, 
little room appears to be left for major discoveries. However, when the shallower 
tests are removed large unexplored areas begin to appear. Examples of largely 
untested zones within the producing provinces are 1) the Pennsylvanian rocks of 
the San Juan Basin where large oil reserves should be present, and 2) Ordovician, 
Silurian, and Devonian strata in the eastern part of the Delaware Basin with 
excellent gas potential. The limits of many pools have not yet been established, 
and considerable shallow oil exists behind pipe awaiting depletion of deeper 
zones. These sources represent future development programs that, along with 
secondary and tertiary recovery, can make sizeable contributions to our reserves. 

In addition to the price structure for oil and gas, other factors also contribute to 
more active exploration and development: an expansion of our basic knowledge of 
the results of past drilling, a better understanding of the depositional and structural 
framework controlling accumulations of petroleum, new or improved completion 
and recovery techniques, and probably most important of all, the change in 
economic philosophy brought about by new discoveries. 
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C o a l — O u r  m o s t  p l e n t i f u l  f o s s i l  f u e l  

ANTICIPATED DEMANDS 1975 TO 2000 
At present two large electric generating plants, the San Juan plant and the Four 

Corners plant, near Farmington, consume over 8 million tons of coal yearly. 
Near Gallup, the McKinley mine of Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Company 
ships 380,000 tons a year to the Cholla Generating plant near Joseph City, 
Arizona. The Kaiser Steel Corporation York Canyon mine ships about 1 million 
tons of coking coal a year to the Los Angeles area for use in its Fontana steel 
mills. 

These operations account for most of New Mexico's coal consumption, which was 
9,392,000 tons in 1974 according to the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

The Coronado Generating plant at St. Johns, Arizona, now under construction by 
the Salt River Project Authority, may require over 3 million tons yearly, with 
production planned from coal beds northeast of Gallup, New Mexico, near Star 
Lake. 

Farther in the future are the planned coal gasification plants near Burnham that will 
utilize 40 million tons of coal a year. 

Referring to table 4, 1975 production of coal in New Mexico will have required 
nearly ten million tons of coal for electrical generation and steel coking—nearly all the 
coal produced in the state. 

Assuming that the Coronado plant at St. Johns, Arizona comes on line in 1978, 
coupled with the additional units of the San Juan complex (Units #1, #3, and 

 



 
#4) programmed for online status between 1976 and 1980, and the completion of 
the Wesco and El Paso gasification complexes by 1980, apparently more than 40 
million tons of coal will be needed per year by 1980 (fig. 12). The yearly 
requirement will rise to approximately 59 million tons by 1985, if the El Paso 
and Wesco gasification plants are completed. 

PRODUCTION 
The Spanish used small amounts of coal from the early 1600's. Anthracite was 

mined in the Cerrillos area in 1835. Army troops mined coal in the Carthage area in 
1861. First records of coal production were for 1882. 

In 1918 a peak production of over 4 million tons was reached, much of this 
for use by the railroads and lead and copper smelters. Production began to 
diminish as the railroads began to use diesel fuel and as the use of natural gas 
increased. Production decreased to less than a million tons in 1950, and to 
116,656 tons in 1958. Annual production has ranged from 116,656 tons in 1958 
to 8,308,000 in 1972, 9,300,000 in 1973 and 9,392,000 tons in 1974. In 1960 
the opening of the York Canyon mine by Kaiser Steel Corporation initiated an 
upsurge accelerated by the opening of the Navajo and San Juan coal-burning 
electric generating plants in the Farmington region. Production in 1972 
consisted of over 8 million tons of subbituminous coal, surface mined, and over 
a million tons from underground mines. 

Projection of current demands indicate that production may be as much as 10 
million tons for the year 1975 (fig. 13). 

OCCURRENCES 
The general location of coal in New Mexico is depicted in fig. 14. The rank of 

coal, heating value, and reserves are given in table 5. About one-fifth (25,000 
square miles) of the area of New Mexico is underlain by coal beds at various 
depths. Due to the lenticular shape of the beds, estimation of coal resources with 
reasonable accuracy is difficult. Many minable beds extend for only several miles 
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(rarely more than 6) and then thin to uneconomic thickness. Some of the coals are at 
depths of 5,000 ft or more, particularly in the northeastern part of the San Juan Basin, 
where the Cretaceous strata dip steeply into the basin. 

San Juan Basin coals occur in the Fruitland and Mesaverde Formations (Upper 
Cretaceous). Coals in both formations were deposited during retreats and 
transgressions of seas across the area, evidenced by sedimentational cycles 
within the Cretaceous of the San Juan Basin. Shorelines migrated from southwest 
to northeast across the basin during regressions of the sea, creating extensive 
swamp environments that also moved successively northeastward as the shoreline 
retreated. During relatively stable periods, thick deposits of organic material 
accumulated, resulting in the accumulation of thick coal deposits paralleling 
shorelines trending generally northwest-southeast. At other times the seas 
retreated more rapidly, resulting in areas that contain thin coal seams, or none at 
all. Coal beds, therefore, tend to be continuous in a northwest-southeast 
direction, and lenticular and discontinuous in a southwest-northeast direction. 

Succeeding transgressions of seas across the area repeated the cycle, extensive 
swamp environments forming landward from the transgressing sea. These 
depositional cycles resulted in a widespread distribution of coal across the entire 
San Juan Basin. By far the largest volume of strippable coal occurs in the 
Fruitland Formation because the Fruitland outcrop occupies a structural position 
farther from the steeply dipping strata bordering the basin than does the 
Mesaverde outcrop. Dips on the Fruitland beds are very gentle. As a result large 
areas of Fruitland coal have a thin overburden that makes strip mining 
economically feasible. Even so, 98 percent of Fruitland coal lies at a depth more 
than 250 ft below the surface (Kottlowski, Beaumont, and Shomaker, 1975). 

At the present, strip mining below 225 ft is generally noneconomic (Atwood, 
1975). Improved technology of excavation or rising prices of coal could make 
surface mining at greater depths possible. This general condition may vary, 
depending on the thickness of coal beds exposed at a given site. 

Tables 6 and 7 indicate coal resources available for possible development in New 
Mexico. Wherever possible a distinction is made between strippable and deep 
resources. Strippable coals are defined as those beds covered by 250 ft or less of 
overburden. 

Improved technology of burning deep-seated coal in situ (in place) to obtain gas, or 
deep underground mining, may be found to be economically feasible to utilize the 
deep deposits in the future. 

About 5,711.6 million short tons, or 2 percent of the total coal resources in New 
Mexico, are available in strippable quantities in the San Juan Basin (Kottlowski, 
Beaumont, and Shomaker, 1975). 

SAN JUAN BASIN 
In table 6, columns 1 and 2 include beds of coal 3 ft or greater in thickness 

overlain by overburden less than 150 ft in thickness. columns 3 and 4 include 
beds 5 ft or thicker and covered by overburden between 150 and 250 ft in 
thickness. 

Where possible reserves are identified as "measured" or "inferred." Measured 
reserves were based on observations of outcrops or drillhole data at sites a mile or less 
apart. Inferred reserves were based on similar data from sites more than a 
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mile apart and involved extensive extrapolation of data and projection of 
geologic evidence. The term "original" denotes that tonnage mined prior to the 
report time during which the report was in preparation was ignored because 
tonnages were relatively insignificant. Mining leases were not included to avoid 
the problem of determining what a reasonable recovery factor would be. 

In summary, in the San Juan Basin about 2,942 million tons of coal may occur 
with less than 150 ft of overburden. Another 2,769 million tons probably occur 
beneath an overburden ranging in thickness between 150 ft and 250 ft. Beneath 
250 ft or less of overburden, therefore, about 6 billion tons of coal may occur. 
Below 250 ft, doubtless enormous quantities of coal await new techniques of 
burning coal in situ to obtain gas, or solution mining. 

Fassett and Hinds (1971) estimated that the Fruitland Formation alone, 
probably embodying about 90 percent of the strippable coals in the San Juan 
Basin, contains approximately 200 billion tons in beds greater than 2 ft thick, as 
deep as 4,500 ft. 

Another 7,790 million tons are available in strippable and deep resources 
combined in 9 other subordinate coal fields (table 7). The Raton field with an 
estimated resource of both categories of 4,709 million tons is the largest of the 
smaller fields. 

Adding reserve tonnages calculated for the San Juan Basin (table 6) to the 
estimates for other outlying fields (table 7) obtains an overall total as given in 
table 8. 

Nearly 3 billion tons of readily exploited resource (strippable down to 150 ft) are 
available to meet the anticipated 1980-85 requirement of 40 million tons a year by 
users of San Juan Basin coal. Below 150 ft to 250 ft of overburden are an additional 
2.7 billion tons of coal (see table 2). 

The estimate of future annual requirements of 55 million tons (table 1) may 
be too conservative. Some authorities (Shomaker, 1975) have conjectured that 
nearly 73 million tons per year may be needed by 1983, and that a figure of 110 
million tons might be reached by that year if all the developments being 
considered were realized. 

Of the 4 major mines presently in operation, 3 are strip mines: Navajo, San Juan, 
and McKinley, all in the San Juan Basin. York Canyon, an underground and strip 
mine, is located near Raton. 

Over 1,200 people are employed in the mines and at mine-mouth generating 
plants with an annual payroll of approximately 14 million dollars. This figure may 
rise to over 133 million dollars if the proposed coal gasification complexes 
become operative. 

CAPACITY 
In table 9 the ranking of eastern and western states relative to additional coal 

capacity is compared. The Coal Advisory Committee of the Federal Energy 
Administration estimated that additional capacity under construction, announced 
or planned, would, by the end of 1975, add 577.8 million tons to existing capacity, 
a total of over one billion tons. 

Of the additional capacity of 578 million tons, 302.4 million tons will come from 
mines in western states with 275.0 million tons from mines in eastern states. 
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Uranium—significant for the long term 

OCCURRENCE 

Most of the uranium mined in New Mexico is in the Grants uranium region, a 
strip about 110 miles long extending from Gallup eastward to the Rio Puerco. 
Minable deposits are not continuous throughout the region but occur in several 
districts where special stratigraphy or structure caused large accumulations of 
uranium ore. Within the region are 6 principal mining districts, Gallup, Church 
Rock, Smith Lake, Ambrosia Lake, Grants, and Jackpile-Paguate. 

Early mining of uranium began in 1951 from the Todilto Limestone deposits 
and from the sandstone in Anaconda's Jackpile open-pit mine. The original 
discovery (although yellow carnotite ore had been recognized earlier) was a 
tyuyamunite sample from the Todilto Limestone outcrop at the base of Haystack 
Butte. Uranium ore also has been found in commercial quantities in the Dakota 
Sandstone, and the Brushy Basin and Westwater Canyon Members of the 
Morrison Formation (Kelley, 1963). 

The sedimentary rocks containing minable uranium deposits in the area are of 
Jurassic and Cretaceous ages. The ore-bearing and adjacent beds, in ascending 
order, are the Entrada Sandstone, Todilto Limestone, Summerville Formation, 
Bluff Sandstone, and Morrison Formation, all of Late Jurassic age, and the 
Dakota Sandstone of Early and Late Cretaceous age (Hilpert, 1963). This 
sequence, resting on the Wingate Sandstone or the Chinle Formation of Triassic 
age, ranges from 1,000 to 1,500 ft in thickness. 

Uranium has been found outside of the Grants mineral region but not as yet in 
commercially important quantity. Carnotite deposits were discovered west of 
Shiprock in San Juan County in 1918 and uraniferous minerals were found in the 
White Signal and Black Hawk districts of Grant County in 1920 (Hilpert, 1965). 

The mined deposits are in flat-lying beds and range from local masses that 
contain less than a ton of material to large masses that contain as much as several 
million tons. Average grade of the ore is approximately 0.25 percent U308. Ore is 
surface mined in the Laguna district and in underground mines as deep as 3,000 ft 
in other districts. 

Vein deposits have not been an important source of uranium in New Mexico; 
only 15,000 tons of ore from this source have been mined. 

PRODUCTION AND RESERVES 
New Mexico's production of uranium has led the nation except for 1973 

when Wyoming mined about one percent more than our state. For the 5 years 
from 1970 through 1974, New Mexico's production ranged from a low of 
9,968,000 pounds of U308 in 1973 to a high of 12,112,000 in 1970, with the 
value of production rising from $69.97 million in 1970 to $104.7 million in 
1974. Production for 1975 was 9.9 million pounds of U308 valued at $215.8 
million (U.S. Bureau of Mines preliminary data). 

Reserves of uranium ore in New Mexico as estimated by Energy Research and 
Development Administration (report of January 1, 1975) and related to the cost of 
producing the various ores are: 



 



 

Reserves are ores in known deposits; estimates are based on detailed sample 
data. Potential resources are based on knowledge of known favorable geologic 
environment. 

Peneconcordant deposits in which uranium is deposited, closely associated with 
carbonaceous organic material, in lake, river, and nearshore marine-deposited 
sandstones provide the most abundant source of the ore. The sandstone type 
deposits found in the San Juan Basin (New Mexico), Shirley Basin (Wyoming), 
and the Texas Coastal Plain constitute 95 percent of the known deposits in the 
United States. Phosphatic rocks and marine black shales enriched with uranium 
are a possible source, but the percentage of U308 is very low, and technological 
problems exist relative to removal of the uranium. 

The total cumulative purchases of U308 from 1949 through the year 1962 
(given by ERDA) are 11,373 tons or slightly over 3.6 million tons of ore. The 
annual projected requirement for U308 between 1975 and the year 2000 is 
estimated to rise from 11,700 short tons in 1975 to 153,600 short tons in the year 
2000 (Brookins, 1975). Obviously, all of New Mexico's uranium will be needed. 
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Geothermal— 
A little known resource having interesting potential 

OCCURRENCES 

Geothermal reservoirs are complex and difficult to evaluate. Furthermore, they 
are local phenomena, therefore difficult to find. Based on recent studies, two 
regions in New Mexico have geothermal potential: the region encompassing the 
Rio Grande valley and adjoining mountains, and the region encompassing the 
west-central and southwest part of the state. 

The Rio Grande region is characterized by: mountain masses bordering, and 
uplifted above, the valley floor; with numerous hot springs having temperatures 
greater than 65°F (fig. 16, Summers, 1965b); with heat flow values approximately 
twice that of normal values for geologically stable areas (fig. 17, Reiter, and 
others, 1975); with intense tectonic and volcanic activity (Chapin, 1971); and with 
locally intense seismic activity (Sanford, 1963). 

The west-central and southwest region is characterized by local areas of hot 
springs, by sites of approximately twice normal heat flow, by large ancient 
volcanoes (Elston and others, 1975), and by immense masses of volcanic rocks. 

Chemical analysis of thermal spring waters, determination of terrestrial heat 
flow, monitoring of seismicity, measurement of earth resistivity, and geologic 
analysis of volcanic provinces are the major methods for evaluating regional and 
local geothermal potential. Numerous hot springs suggest the presence of 
significant geothermal waters. Chemical analyses of waters in hot springs may 
provide possible geothermal reservoir temperatures and may be used to locate 
areas of high geothermal potential (Swanberg, 1975). Heat-flow values of twice 
normal suggest areas of regional geothermal potential, whereas heat-flow values 
of 5 to 10 times normal suggest areas of significant local geothermal potential. 
Regions of high seismicity may relate to major tectonic and volcanic activity. 
High seismicity may be related in some areas to geothermal phenomena. The 
passage of electrical currents through the earth's near-surface crust is enhanced 
(resistivity is reduced) in hot rock (Jiracek, 1974). Recent large-scale volcanism 
is often correlated with high subsurface temperatures. 

UTILIZATION 

NEW MEXICO 
Presently the only use of New Mexico's geothermal energy is associated with 

hot springs, many of which have been developed as small mineral baths or spas. 
The most significant industrial activity is that being conducted by Union Oil 
Company in the Valles Caldera, an ancient volcano in the Jemez Mountains. The 
wells drilled by Union Oil Company's Geothermal Division range in depth from 
6,000 to 9,000 ft, and cost from $500,000 to $1,000,000 per well. Of the 16 tests 
drilled, 6 are reported to have produced hot water and/or wet steam, with 
temperatures around 200°F. The water has a brine content of about one-quarter 
that of sea water, including much silica as well as carbonates and sulfates. To 



 
attract a 55-megawatt electric generating complex, Union would need to prove a 
30-year energy resource capacity from their wells (Enchantment, 1975). Ex-
perimental stimulation of a geothermal reservoir is being carried out by Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory on the west margin of Valles Caldera. 

Other interests in geothermal energy in New Mexico are reflected by the 
active leasing program. The valuable land areas are shown on fig. 18. Specific 
locations of state geothermal leases may be obtained from the Commissioner of 
Public Lands in Santa Fe, and of federal leases from the U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management in Santa Fe. 

The greatest geothermal potential in New Mexico appears to be along the Rio 
Grande valley, coinciding with a geologic structure called the Rio Grande rift. 
Areas of high heat flow and/or hot waters near or above 100°F are the Valles 
Caldera, Socorro Mountain, Radium Springs, and Ojo Caliente. The greatest 
density of population also occurs along the Rio Grande valley. The future 
electrical and heating needs of some of this population might be served by 
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geothermal energy. Other areas of very hot waters are located in southwest 
New Mexico at Gila Hot Springs, Mimbres, and the Animas "Hot Spot" 
(Lightning Dock area) southwest of Lordsburg. 

Much work is needed before such energy resources can be accurately located 
and developed. State, industrial, and federal groups working cooperatively on 
regional studies as well as local detailed investigations to obtain hydrogeologic, 
geophysical, and geochemical data could determine likely geothermal targets. 
The environmental impact of exploitation and development for each area 
requires careful evaluation. The results of present studies in the Valles Caldera 
region will be useful in forecasting development of geothermal energy for 
generation of electric power in New Mexico. Use of thermal waters for space 
heating in the near future should also be evaluated. Some of the many scientific 
publications on geothermal energy in New Mexico are listed among the selected 
references at the back of this bulletin. 

OTHER AREAS 

The use of geothermal energy to power energy plants is fairly recent in the United 
States. The first commercial geothermal power plant (now developed to 500 
megawatts) was built in 1960 in The Geysers area in California, north of San 
Francisco. The first large geothermal power plant (now 340 megawatts) was 
constructed at Larderello, Italy in 1904. In the 1950's the geothermal fields of New 
Zealand were initially developed. Japan, Mexico, and Russia have built and are 
operating power plants using geothermal energy. 

The three types of geothermal fields are hot water, dry steam, and dry rock. The hot 
water fields may be further divided into superheated water (wet steam) and those of 
lower temperatures (Berman, 1975): 

Area Type 
Larderello, Italy Dry steam 
The Geysers, California Dry steam 
Wairakei, New Zealand Wet steam 
Cerro-Prieto, Mexico (Superheated water) 
Patho, Mexico (Superheated water) 

The use of natural steam or superheated water that flashes to steam provides a 
low-cost source where the steam is passed through a screen to remove instream 
particles, then introduced into a turbine. A plant using this source requires no 
boiler plant, fueling facilities, or smokestack. The discharged waters, however, 
may possibly introduce pollution problems. The Valles Caldera area being 
explored by Union Oil Company in New Mexico produces wet steam, only about 
25 percent as efficient as the dry steam produced at The Geysers. 
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